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Your letter of August 19, 1981 requested our comments on a number of areas of
possible environmental concern with regard to the proposed use of discharge water from
HECO's Waiau Generator Plant site by the Honolulu Board of Water Supply.
To a certain extent, as indicated in your letter, the proposed draft f rom the Waiau
power-plant site would simply divert flows that now discharge into Pearl Harbor into
the BWS system. However, the natural springs and other leaks from the aquifer would
not be cut off by the proposed draft. The sum of the proposed draft and the discharge
to Pearl Harbor would be larger than the present discharge alone. The effects of the
excess would be similar, although probably not quite as deleterious as, the effects of
additional draft, equalling the excess, from wells elsewhere in the Pearl Harbor aquifer.
Whether there is any excess of safe yield over present average draft from this aquifer
is questionable.
It would seem possible to estimate the extent to which the combination of draft
and discharge would exceed the present discharge by either of two methods: 1) measuring
the spring discharge during periods when HECO is not making a draft from the wells and
tunnel, measuring both the spring discharge and the draft during a period when HECO
is making a draft, and subtracting the first rate from the sum of the second and third
rates; 2) (less directly) measuring the heads in wells in the vicinity of the HECO plant
during periods of draft and no draft and estimating the increase in inflow to this vicinity
from the increases in hydraulic gradient with draft. For appraisal of this possibility,
and further comments on the effects of the proposed development, we suggest consultation
with the Water Resources Research Center.
As to your questions of what permits are required and what areas of concern should
be considered in the development of this project, the need for further environmental
assessment will depend on the evaluation of the draft and discharge noted above.
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We suggest that you contact the Office of Environmental Quality Control (OEQC)
at 548-6915 for advice on necessary permits. Since the project would affect the coastal
area we would expect a CZM compliance statement, Shoreline management Permit, and
possibly a Corps of Engineers permit to be required if modification of water flow to a
navigable water way is involved. Mr. Richard Scudder of OEQC should be able to advise
on these matters.
It seems unlikely that the proposed draft would result in a signficant change in
water quality or quantity into East Loch but if such a change might occur then further
environmental assessment may be warranted. In such a case, you may wish to review
some of the previous Environmental Impact Statements on similar projects for background
material. To facilitate this review, we suggest you consult the EIS Bibliographic Data
Base at OEQC or at our office. If further assessment seems necessary, the following
people may be able to assist in making a determination as to the need and bredth of evaluation
required to assure adequate evaluation of the impacts.
If the proposed use can be expected to alter the water quality of East Loch then
one must consider effects on birds and key species of marine fauna. Mr. William Lennan
and Mr. Maurice Taylor of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service would be able to address
these concerns. Dr. Sheila Connant is an excellent resource person with respect to the
avi fauna or endangered species. I am sure the Bishop Museum people or the State Historic
Preservation Office will be able to answer your questions in that area of concern.
If you have any further questions with regard to this project, please do not hesitate
to call us.
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